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10 GIVE TALK
Will Speak at . Community
Meeting at Ovando

A p r i l ’S?
should be made on all student dis
pensations,” he added.
"Scotty” Martin outlines in his
T. C. Spaulding, dean of the
platform: "I am in favor of bn in
School of Forestry, will speak be
crease in fees .for, furtherance of
fore a community meeting of resi
athletic and other needy student ac
dents of the Ovando district April
tivities arid I am also in favor of a 27. The meeting is being held in
student manager who will handle connection with American Forest
all activities. ■Now is the time for week. Residents of the district will
Montana to start building for the have dinner a t th e , Ovando hall at
noon. The dinner will be followed
future.".
Burns believes that there should by a joint meeting of the schools
be greater co-operation between in and .near OVando. Moving pic
student body and administration tures of the forests and forest work
and between student body and stu ings will be shown'by Mr. Clack of
dent Activities, , "i am, in. fav'T. of the United States Forest Sendee.
DOan Spaulding will discuss some
a check on all expenditures of ASUM
and also for some plan wnereuy phase of the forestry problems which
these expenditures may be made in concerns residents of Montana.
such a manner as to. benefit the Stu
dent body most," he added,
"Heinief’ McFarlin also believes
that thefe should be more co-opera
tion between student body and ad
ministration. “I am in favor of an I
increase in fees to be used in ex
panding the programs for debate,
band
. and athletics. I also, favor the , I t was in the wee small hours of
lecture’music | the j morning; verily it was 8:10 a.
fund," said McFarlin
when sundry students' noticed
Candidates for Store Board
something was lacking. That some
For store board trustees the fol thing was Prexy Clapp.
lowing are to be found on the bal
The sudden inspiration of some
lot: Frank Meeker (one year), Al student brought out the fact th at
lan Burke (two years), Douglas music hath its charms and the band
Bums (one year)., Jack Doherty was. called into action.
(two years), and Robert C. Line,
The setting of the scene was a
faculty representative.
large white house situated on the
Doherty and Burke are both of road to South hall. It was the bal
the opinion that though the present cony scene of Romeo and Juliet.
system of store administration is
Romeo, alias Anderson, lined his
excellent, a more thorough check men up in the garden. Soft sdothshould be made. Zachary has stat ing music floated on the air; but
ed that “More ,co-operation is need alas, there whs no response.
ed between the students and ad
Romeo was getting peeved in the
ministration and among the store ■proper manner of all good Romeos
board members.”
Meeker and whose best efforts in romance' re
Bums have chosen the same slo ceive no reward. Facing the band,gan, “The right man for the right his face purple with wrath, he
job.”
raised ihs hand. A few shouted
words, “Let ’er go,” and the band
Class Office Candidates
Only three names will be found broke forth in the flivver rhapsody,
on the golden ballot of the class .of composed by a boilermaker.
Results. Immediate results: The
'29. The three in the running for
the office of delegate to Central uncouth noises ceased, for 'Juliet
know
her lover was nigh. In her
Board are: Sidney McCarthy, Eddie
Chinske and Robert Jelley. On the rush to get to him and stop his
red ballot of the class of ’30, Ros ravings, Juliet, alias Prexy Clapp,
well Leavitt, Dick Robinson, • Carl appeared upon the balcony, clad in
Walker, and George Schotte are of all things, his second best woolen
funning for the office of president, bathrobe. Beneath the folds of the
while George Woodworth, Henry L. garment a beautiful pair of feet
Miller, and “Bub” Rankin are seek- peeped forth. Small they were, only
or possibly 12’s. She tried to
mg the office of class delegate to
made a seductive yet indifferent
Central Board,
Virgil, Lockridge, Philip Duncan gesture. It failed; the crowd saw
and William Derrenger are on the only an old fashioned stretch and
green ballot of the class of ’31 for yawn.
She spoke: “Fellows, I wouldn’t
the position of class president and
five names are entered for delegate for the world take advantage of
to Central Board. They are John your regard and veneration for my
Lewis, Robert Hendon, Clarence position. I love my Romeo so much
Muhlick, Joe Mayo and Everett F. th at I stayed up all night waiting
for the morrow when I should be
Nelson.
able to labor side by side with him.
MRS. UNDERWOOD DIES In my eagerness to work I fell
AFTER LONG ILLNESS asleep and fellows, believe me, I
really appreciate your waking me
Mrs. Elizabeth Harding Under and I shall be right down prepared
wood, wife of Rev. I. M. Underwood, for labor.” t
The crowd listened, and believing,
died Monday, following a lingering
illness. She is survived by her hus went away. But there lingered two
band and a son, Ray Underwood, wild and vicious looking fellows
also of Missoula. Dr. J. H. Under armed with barrel staves, called
wood, who was head of the Eco paddles by some. We don’t know
nomics and Sociology department, what for; but still they lingered.
So ended the balcony scene of
who died October 26, 1926, was one
Romeo and Juliet.
of her sons.

Will Be Circulation .Malinger
. of The -'Frofmci'1
Next Year

N U M B E R 51

LOWERING CLOUDS
MENACE CLEAN-UP
4-

from the dawns and walks and ad
monishing catelessztudents. ■
Professor Aber died fa 1919 as a
. Ernest Lak§, Kalispell, a Junior
result of an influenza attack folloWta the’ Mathematics 'department/lias
I in? ari «utoriiobile*accldent.
been appointed circulation manager
i Policemen Busy
of The Frontier,;University, literary
Campus police, composed of "M"
magazine. Me succeeds Eileen Bar
men, met. late Cpmere at the main
rows and Billie Kester, who have
entrance 'to. the campus. Justice
resigned. Lake, will act as circula
was committed upon the following:
nfs Predict Close Race
tion‘manager during the ,next year. HifrJi Courfcat ,4 .o’Clock This D6an Cooke, Claude Britell,' Mike
Alexander ’Stepantsoff, president. program the International ’club ’Pr
in University
The next issue of the magazine
Afternoon;
Late
Permis
Belangie, Leonard LeRoux, Francis
of the International club, has writ chestra 'will give Its airnual concert. will be published during the first
■ Primaries
sion for DanCe in lien ’s Malone, Hank Lariius, Major Milten a short skit, “Above’ All Nations ; According to the committee. Which week o f may, according to Prof.
burn, F, O. Smith, N. B.'Coen. Tom
.Gym Tonight
Is Humanity," which will be pre has charge of the night’s program, H.^,G. Merriam, editor.. Professor
Duncan, J. Sullivan, A. H. Weisberg,
sented as part of the program Inter a 1particular'effort has been made by Merriam'has'received a letter from
arid E , A. Atkinson. .
national Talent night, May 1, at the members of the club to . make Clifton E. Wort hen, head of the
iderable enthusiasm has been
Women police smeared paint on
Mata hall auditorium. This skit this annual program 1Of ’ entertain History department a t Fergus Coun Despite- lowering, clouds which
sted by the studehts In the
the faces of Louise Heyfron, Betty
will be presented by the representa ment one of the major features of ty high school, Lewistown, requestTorrence, Mary Campbell, M. Mc
threatened
'to
deluge
the
campus
y elections which are being
fives ctf ten nations dressed in the | the spring quarter. Intensive re tag th at.h e.b e allowed to use the l ....
,
, „„„ ,
day, and it la the opinion of
picturesque costumes of their respec- hearsals have been held during the account by John R. Barrows in a tWs momipg’ more than I'300 sfcu- Kay ami Harriet WoodOne Out of Five Perfect
s who have watched campus
tive countries. The International past month. Due to the increased recent issue of The Frontier, ta a dents and faculty members started
diligently th at the race will
club orchestra will supplement in membership they Hope to present a history of Montana which he'is at- to Work promptly at 8 o’clock On the in making .the annual Aber day ■
check-up
on late sleepers one Kai8*
the presentation of this skit with a Well-balanced series of attractions.
tempting to write.
•
,
Itask of cleaning up the campus.
min reporter was fortunate enough
e-Overturf, Nelson H. Fritz,
descriptive selection.
(The committee'wishes to add that ■ Frank Bird Llnderman, contribute
a p,.
. „
, to find ont out of five crews on time.
..
.,,,
.
.
.
Under
the
general
direction
of
3. ‘Gillespie, and "Bus” GraSeveral other features will be pre because of’ the'-fact th a t a number tag editor of the magazine, has re- / ■
James Beck, boss of the Dance and
re the candidates tp appear
sented on the same program. A of expenses will be involved in the Chived- a letter from Herman Hage- Sam Kata, manager, and his assigtCourt committee, reported that his //;
ballot for the officeof presitypical Russian dance will be given presentation of this program a dom, noted biographer and poet, in ants, Cloyje Overturf, Lou Vierhus
men were all on time, thus assuring //
by the two Stepantsoff brothers. charge of 25 cents for the students which he praises the magazine. Mr. and Karl Martinson, and spurred on' ASUM.
the students that they will enjoy a 4
Melanie Aslanian, Armenian,, a new and 5 0 'cents for the townspeople HagedOrn says: “I Jike your mag by fear of the. High Court and the
latforms of Candidates
:oad' darice as'well as an Interesting ^
member of the club, will stag several will be levied. Tickets are for sale azine very' much. You' and your policemen, the mariy workers have and solemn high court. Chaperones
s platform Overturf says:/*If
selections in her native tongue. * As by members of- the club and birders associates have a great opportunity made considerable progress in the for the darice are Prof. David R.
, Twill,do everything In my
the' principal feature of the entire I can be left at W. L. Young’s office.: in th at magazine. . I would give Aber day'apring'house cleaning./
to re-establish some of MonMason, Dean A. L. Stone, Dean and
much if I could work with you.’:
oldest traditions. I am in
Chief ’Justice Mike Thomas will Mrs. J. E. Miller, President and Mrs.
f a thorough examination of
hold’ court today at 4 o’clock on the
H. Clapp, Dean R. C. Line, and
dent Onion building plan and
oval, to punish miscreants and Prof. E. A. Atkinson.
students are then in favor of
shirkers. An hour's intermission will
Huber’s Crew Late
)Ject it should be presented
be granted. the laborers at noon, Shorty Huber, ,boss of the Horse
the law makers of Montana
after which the work will go on to shoe court creW, Was running around
iuld be constructed and jnaincompletion. Band members will go ta a big stew at 8:15 because his
by a legislative act. 'I beto. eat a t Tl:3,0/p'clbck: The Aber crew,'F. Black, had not yet shown
;hat we should strive for
Day dance begins at. 9 o'clock to
Although he did not say any
co-operation within the stuDoc Schreiber began Aber day by night. Late permission has been thing, the reporter took it that he /
ganization.”
granted, and Sheridan’s Big Ten was worrying about all the work that ?l
carrying Doc Jesse around. Won band will play. Campus Rakings,
n Fritz gives as his platform:
was in strife for ’him. Franklin
der if Jesse needed medical atten annual Theta Slgtaa Phi razz sheet, Spencer, hls assistant, was on time. -.I
ryice to, for, and by the stu
will be distributed a t noon.
tion afterward?
Murphys Arrive O.K.
dy.
Work now ta progress on the cam
tester co-operation between
WILL RECEIVE TITLE OF LAST OF LECTURE SERIES Ernie Atkinson got a swat for pus fficludes raking of lawns, grad All the Murphys were present in '
SteVe
Jtanspn’
s crew, general.flearir. ;1|
coming late. He blushed, too. Even
uinistration and the .students,
DOCTOR OF.LAW
. i t • TOMORROW
ing arid graveling of roads/removal up, but four of his other men were .cS
psychologists are self-conscious.
tter co-operation of the stuof
boulders
and
debris,/and
condi
absent
when
he
was Visited by the *
Professor Housman was on the
or the. University,
job with refreshments for the tioning of the, athletic field. Most reporter, those who had riot yet ™
definite knowledge and unFaculty Unanimously Votes Flat Rates on .Tickets Arc thirsty faculty.' The water bucket of the forestry students are working shown up were F. Yeatt, Edward ‘f
iding by the students of all
Honor to Veteran News
Offered to Students and must have had a leak because it in the forestry nursery, converting it Pool, C. Walker and Walter Pret- r-M
es requiring a student vote,
into a park.
chett.
paper Man for Service
Townspeople; Cliaracterist couldn't be kept filled.
Britfenham, boss of the’ Ifack |
Primary ASUM Election
a right person, for the various
Rendered State and School.
■Professor Hoffman was late—no
in Impersonations
Among.■the other, activities: ■in crew, was riinnlng around the-track :4
r,positions regardless of his
apologies accepted—Ignorance of the
progress today is the primary elec curifag to- himself when the re- -|
organization affiliations,
law excuses np one.
John Hurst Durston, editor of the Flat rates of 50 cents to University
“What’s the news?" said Stone to tion for ASUM offices. All students porter arrived to interview him. ”
solicitation of the students'
After a great’ deal of soothing he was
in the betterment of what we
Butte Daily Post, will receive the students and townspeople, and 25 DeLoss Smith. “I don’t know; I who have not voted this morning able'to tell the press that hls wbrk
are urged to *do so this afternoon.
just
got up,” came the reply.'
have or the installation of
honorary degree of Doctor of Laws rents to high school students , have
Aber day/ as every student knows, could hot possibly be accomplished
F. O: Smith was right on the'job
stems.
from the State University at the been announced for the appearance with the rake. What lie lacked'in Is one of'the best established: tradi without “ScOop" Luke, a member of
K o g a n is "A thing worth
of J. W. Zellner, cbaracterist arid strength was replaced by will power. tions of the University/It originated his crew. It was then about 8:30
commencement exercises, June 4.
g.is worth working for.”
entertainer, at the" Missoula , high
Weisberg,- Milbum, F. O. Smith, March 24, 1915, by action of the and ho Luke was in sight. He, how
Mr. Durston is a veteran in the school auditorium tomorrow night.
spie has stressed the followstudent body at a special convoca ever, calmed down enough to give
ifats in his platform: “If
Montana newspaper field and has zellner, who will be the last of a Atkinson and Miller were initiated tion. A motion to call the clean-up the rest of the riames of his late
today
into, the “Swat" club for be
I will secure student opinwon a wide reputation through his series of four prominent speakers ing late. . r
day Aber day ta honor of Prof. Wil crew, namely, John Keyes, Bryan
' all questions and act aceditorial ability. The faculty of th e |a n d 'lecturers to appear here this
Dean Miller will undoubtedly have liam “Daddy" Aber was' passed Levefick and George Martin. George
:ly rather than on my own
University voted unanimously t o | f ar’ has an el“
e
o£ to answer to high court this after unanimously by the students. Aber Woodworth is sick ta the hospital,
snt. More information should
•
•" • ‘ Impersonations. Among the famous
day was held that’first year'April-17. so was automatically excused. Be
lined on matters that con
confer this degree on Mr. Durston | characters of history and fiction he noon for a double offense—coming
30 minutes late and wearing a . The second annual clean-up Was fore the reporter left Dornblaser •
ic whole student body, therein recognition of his service to Mon- aepiCte are ,Huck Finn, the Skipper cravat.
held | March 31, 1916, and was such field “Scoop” Luke had appeared
ing the students a better
tana and the University.
of the Toonerville Trolley, Abe Mara success that its permanence as an and | the Track crew and its boss
to control their interests. I
From 1880 to 1913, Mr. Durston t[n. Mts Finklesteta, General Grant,
were working in harmony.
institution here was assured.
favor of the Student Union
was editor of the Anaconda Stan- General Lee, Abraham Lincoln: SPAULDING TO SPEAK
Two-thirds of Nine Sleep In
Stare that time the traditional
BEFORE
BUTTE
CLUB
g when a definite plan is
dard. In 1913 he founded the Butte- gocrates,, Faust, Mephisto, Moses,
Six meh were absent from Bill
house
cleaning
has
been
held
every
out, and I also believe we
Daily Post and has since, been its | j udas and peter
Rafferty’s baseball crew, and Eddie /
T.
C,
Spaulding,
dean
of
the
I
year
with
,
the
exception
of
1919,
ask the state’s help in buildeditor. He has contributed much Lighting effects are used by the
Reeder topped the list. One would
School of Forestry, will leave for when thd World war intervened.
to the development of Montana and, Lamous entertalnor to enhance .his
Buttp tomorrow where he will speak
"Daddy" Aber, as he is known to almost thirig that Reeder was a '
lam is also in favor of a Stufrom its beginning, he has taken a n , lmpersonations. . Zeltaer has made a before the Butte Klwanls club.. His hundred of alumni and students, freshman instead of a senior. He
talon building if it is on a
active interest ta the Utaversity. special study.o£ the use of UghfcS|
subject will be “Forest Owners and was the inspiration for the annual should have learned by this time
basis. Graham added that
Besides speaking a t early commence- L nd dlfferent shades are employed
Forestry Movements.” The meeting day which bears his name. Profes- that beirig late to Aber day clean-up
ored some plan th at would
ment celebrations, Mr. Durston has to set o(f hls characterizations,
will be held as part of the Forest 'sor Aber, during his long service here is almost Unforgivable. Well, any
ibout closer co-operation betaken an active interest in. the con- 'f h a audience will not be kept Week program, Mr. Spaulding was,I as a faculty member from 1895 to way, the other men were Gustave H.
stodents and administration,
solidation of the units of the Uni- waiyng ]ong between changes of' scheduled to speak before the S p o -11918, made himself a self-appoitited Mertz, George Shotte (absolutely
fontana on the map so that
versity under the chancellorstap costume, as zeliner’s forte is light- kane club but will be unable to j caretaker and guardian of the shameless), and it was then after
ople will know just what we
system, being the framer of the nlng,; bhanges. His.longest change make the trip because of his work campus. Every spring he could be 8:30, Archie Meehan, and Donald R.
’ere,” he said. "I am very
Leighton law.
!requires only 40 seconds, and sotae at the University.
| seen picking up refuse arid debris Middlesteadt.
In favor of putting across an
Mr. Durston was a member of the of ^ em are e£fected in slx or eigrit
Bud Reynolds was wandering
zing campaign for the UnlClass of 1869 a t Yale; he received seconds, while the transformation
about the campUs "wondering where
of Montana."
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy froal Paust ,to Mephisto is accom.
he was going to spend the day. Raf
th, Elge and Corbly Running
at the University of Heidelberg in pIished in the fcwmkltag of an eye.
ferty finally sent him off to find a
ces McGrath, Frances Elge,
1870 and continued his study of | Newspaper clippings speak favorclean-up gang.
itch Corbly are candidates for
languages, civics and political econ ably of the performance. Many of
Frank Curtis reported that Donald
witlon of vice president of
omy at .Paris. Returning tp this them praise Zeltaer superlatively.
Blajjesley, K. Staunton and Charies
country he became a member of the
Burns Were absent from his Bleacher
McGrath is in favor of
faculty of Syracuse university, re
clean-up gang at 8 30 a. m. Dave
' /co-operation between the
maining there until 1873, when he M C l f J M T A J A f p C D C
Maclay said that he had a hard time
became editor of the Syracuse S ta n -: f w v / u i V i / A l l
t body and faculty. “Mon414>keeping Willie Negherbon working
thools for M ontana'students”
dard. He held this positlori until
Aber contest Will be held a t a
a dishwasher ta the Blolbgy:
Tryouts, for Aber arid State the
liss McGrath, “and the one To Give “The Farce of Mas properties th at are today familiar to he came to Moritana in 1887.
special convocation the first week in kitchen. ® •
the theatergoer.
Contests to Be Held
ethod to secure this is through
At present Mr. Durston has . a
May;
ter Pierre Patelin” on
“At
9 1o'clock this morning Carl
ensive advertising campaign
________
in Main Hall
So for “Patelin,” on one side of beautiful 'farm home ta the Galla-!
The Aber Memorial -Oratorical McFarland had not arrived on the
May 11
order to accomplish many of
the stage a four-poster bed, a stool, tin valley near Bozeman. He has | .
contest was instituted by the late Job to assist ‘the Heating Plant
just recently celebrated hls 80th I Dr. Freeman Daughters was, one
“ •singly impossible campus
Prof. William Aber, who set asideVa crew,” said Percy Wills to the Kaiand a few other household goods birthday.
i of the group of Montana MOuh* we shall have , to have a
Preliminaries for the Aber Ora fund of $1,000 for the establishment taln reporter. The other drones who
When the Masquers present "The represent a room in Patelln’s house.
tataeers who made a trip to Bearunified student body,” said
torical contest will be held Saturday of the annual competition. Prizes were absent are Cameron McDon
Farce of Master Pierre Patelin" in On the other side of the stage the
age:
mouth./canyon
last./Sunday.,
The
|
„
..
.
.
.
PROFESSORS SELECT
S! club members motored to the can- '!n the auditorium of Mata hall from of $30 and $20 are awarded to win ald, Murray Madeen and J. Haigle.
■Corbly stated that "Central the Missoula high school auditorium draper’s shelves, counter and stool
STORIES IN CONTEST yon. and spent the ,midday in 110 to 12 o’clock, and tryouts for the ners of first and second places. Four Julius Weridt reported Fred Tucker
members will have to be May U as part of the program in represent his shop. Between these
students will compete in the finals.
d under one head, and will connection with the award of medals two “stations” is the street. Though
Professors H. G. Merriam and climbing one of the loftiest of the state oratorical contest will be held Rules of the contest stipulate that absent from the Truck Dumping
crew.
a work in unison, before any- to the winners of the Interscholastic the areas seem thus restricted, the Brassil Fitzgerald of the English de-1 neighboring peaks. The Mountain- a t the same time, according to N,
any regularly enrolled student in the
Mclltager Reports Good Crew
Track meet, students will have an actors did not confine themselves if partment have been asked by the
can be accomplished.”
Nhat the view at the sumUniversity may 1enter, provided he.is , “Midnight” ' Melltager reports an
B.
Beck
of
the
English
.department.
opportunity
of
seeing
a
medieval
the
action
required
a
larger
portion
Spokane Daily Chronicle to act as ! n u t was worth the difficult climb.
nents of Aspiring Managers
Eight studehts have signed up so Icarryirig successfully at least
play, with the actors in medieval of the stage.
efficient Drug Garden crew, only
Judges of a short story contest which f Snow was encountered only at the
candidates for the position of
costumes and the stage so arranged The costuming will be colorful and has been conducted by th at news- 1i°P-- The season in this vicinity far f°r the tryouts. They are Tom I hours of work at the time of th, Don Owsley and Frank Lindlief be
ss manager are: Russell
adyanced far enough to pro. McCarthy, Ernest Lake, Russell, competition.
as to approximate the medieval authentic, going back to the last half h a s t e n conducted by th at news ,
ing absent, arid C. Britell and Tom
"Scotty” Martin, Arthur J,
No oration may contain more than Sullivan tardy. Dosia Shults re
of the fifteenth century. Though the
Six stories which were, selected duce a Plentiful supply of wood S"lith’ Le° Kott“ ’
and "Heiriie" McFarlin. The man.
Staging Was Crude
play is nearly 500 years old it has all from a total of 155 manuscripts are ticks.
,
Edward Pool Edward Booth and 1,500 words, arid no quotations may ports Don Reardop, Carl Ruckman.
ahdidates for business manThe staging was crude and made the qualities of a good modern in the hands of the two local EngThe next Mountaineers’ trip, Eugene Grandey. Other entries are be used unless the quotation is William Ruskosky, Fred Schilling
re in perfect accord about one
use of what was called stations, th at farce and is regularly revived by La lish instructors, who will select the wWch wta be lead by Miss Hazel |welremed provided they are turned clearly indicated.
and Dorman Searle missing from his
* the construction of a StuSix judges, who have not yet been Swimming Pool clean-up gang.
is,
certain
areas
of
the
stage
repreCofaedie
Francaise.
It
is
an
un
three
winning
papers.
Swearingen,
of the. Missoula High in to Mr. Beck some time today.
Jnion building,
_________________
j school, will be to Black Butte tnounLast year Russell Smith won the chosen, will choose the winners, rat
Army Crew Working Light
■h is in favor of closer rela- Isented certain necessary scenes, ethical play in which the characters
Freeman Will Act as Judge
: tain south of Missoula. Following Aber cOritest, and Ralph Edgington ing them for composition and deliv Dean Gillespie’s ROTO clean-up
ip between the faculty and There was no front curtatei and the are all rogues without principals, or
| this a trip led by Robert Marshall
was sent to the state contest, where ery of orations. The committee in crew went to work without Temple
. ,
J Board. “I also believe th at action Of the play was continuous moials.
Prof. E. L. Freeman of the E n g -! will be made to Murphy mountain he placed second. The state meet charge of the contest is composed Brurier, Earl Carlton, Elmer Hugo
■dieting should be done on a even though it necessitated several
ta equal basis giving to each different localities. The imagination Miss Teresa O'Donnell spent the I lish department will act as judge I northwest of the city. These trips will be held in Dillon this year some of Prof. H. G. Merriam, chairman, and Alvin Jackson. Ernest Lake,
' cause the maximum and of the audience had to create a sub- week end visiting her uncle in Hel-1 of the high schooldeclamation con- i will be made on April 29 and May Itime ta May, and seven institutions Prof. F. C. Scheuch, and Dean A. L.
test this week at Hamilton.
10, respectively.
'
will send contestants. The finals of Stone.
■more that a thorough check Istitute for painted scenery and other ena.
(Continued on Page 2)

Juliet, Juliet!
Where Are You?
Where Are You?

TO SPEAR IT

HONOR DEGREE

HASQDERS TO PRESENT
1!

_

CLIMB PEAK ,i
DURING TRIP!

Foolish Faculty
Doings in, on and
About the Campus

m
The Montana Kaimin
PuWished serai-weekly by the Associated Stu? dents of the University of Montana

THE

might be well for a committee to .post a
speed-limit about the c a m p u s and so .fore
stall any unpleasant action of the power
above.
#1 %Mfc >''•sF. B.

The Frontier

Entered as second-blass matter at Missoula,
M oStani under act'of fiohgfess, March 3, 1879

M U a T ANA

PAT FLEMING
ISSUES CALL

A A I MT l f
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OF DEBATES

was sold before the exhibit can
here. ,
Mr. Piers, who spoke Friday aite
| noon on the experiences he had i
“Frost,” one of the pictures in the painting his pictures,, left Missou
exhibit by Anton Piers of Great Sunday morning for Helena, n
Falls, which Is now on display In exhibit will be up in the Art n
the Art Department, has been sold partment through Sunday, April 3
-----------:— '•
,
here since the exhibit was put up. I
All of the oils-by Mr. Piers are fo r| Mary Fierce of North hall visit.
sale except “The New Home” which a t Corvallis Sunday,

Anton
Piers Sells
,. _ . . . . . . « _
,
H is P ainting, Frost

Reynold Larson, J. Burr Lcnnes,
Walter Lewis, Stanley Leydig and
RECENT issue of “ The New Stu
Subscription price $2.50 per year
Gordon McCarthy failed to report to
dent” carried an article by Prof.
Lynn Thompson for General clean
II. G. Merriam of the English de- TALL GIRLS IN DEMAND tip work in back of Craig, hall.
GARLIXGTON AND SMITH
f o r Ma y f m k
MeSkr fnlacolkglale Prat ‘
‘ partmentj'tliat outliiied the work and meth
Two Band Members Late
TAKE AFFIRMATIVE
ods of a regional college magazine as con
But two men were absent a t the
ROBERT MacKENZIE--------- ------ ,— EDITOR
ceived by the editors of the Frontier. The Annual Event Scheduled for start of the Aber day .grind of the
Musicians, according to Freddie
primary aim of tlie Frontier is to develop
Geraldine Wilson-- --------Associate Editor
May 1; Girls Should Sign Ironsides, aide de camp to Chief No Decision Verbal Struggle
(200 of them)
With School of Mines;
Prank Brutto, Harold Sylten, and
writers who can handle indigenous ma
in Library or Main Hail Anderson. The men who will wait
• ftdly today;'.. f ^ . ^ , 4 - ... ;.,Bdltorial Staff
Squad Makes Good Show
at
Once
terial
and
thereby
reect
the
West
as
it
the coming of High Court In fear,
Neida Talbert.-..!-.....-,--------------Society Editor
ing According to Beck
Ail Wool
accompanied by much shivering and
Ruth Beadi ng-—
• Exchange Editor
really isJnot as Eastern writers of “ W est
All Style**
Clarence Powell__ i 1------------- Sports Editor
preparation of alibis, are
ern” magazines would have us believe it Pat Fleming who is In charge of minute
Bill Davis and Joseph Giarratana.
Crew Neck
One of the smallest crowds which
the dances for “Robin Hood’s Day"
CHAD SHAFFER_____.BUSINESS MANAGER
Marie Regan and Theodora Reed has heard a debate this season lis
V-Neck
George Buergi________ ^....Circulation Manager
“ In circulating the magazine,” Prof. which will be presented June 1, has failed to report to Mildred Stoick tened to the contest last n ight be
asked th at all girls Interested in Oval Raking crew a t 8 a. m.
Coat Style
Merriam wrote, “ we h a v e . not. tried to taking part in this year’s May fete,
tween the University and the School
Kitchen Gang Late
of Mines, Butte. The debate was
Varied Patterns
force it upon anyone. We have consist sign the list either in the Library
At South hall, on the Kitchen held In the Little Theatre at 7:45
ently held the attitude that we desire only or In Main- hall today. Since it Is gang,
Slow Down
Mary pardell, Marion Card- o’clock.
Important th at May Fete be uirthose who enjoy the magazine to read it. usuaUy good this year, only girls well and Faye Chapman were late, The University, represented by
r" HE campus oval—contrary to the be- . i . It has been nobody’s duty to support who can report for practices regu and Lucy Charlesworth and Dorothy James Ggrllngton and Russell
larly and promptly are urged to Chesley didn’t report at all. Out of Smith, debated the affirmative of
'dief of some—is not a race course, us. No ‘college loyalty’ stuff.” .
the crew raking the east side of the the question, "Resolved, th at the
sign up.
Some of us, perhaps, have ' not quite There will be a deniand for tall Law building, Alpha Stordock anil United States should cease to pro
i Nor is the exhilarating spring weather
good excuse to “ step om it” and thereby realized the work,’-that the editors o f the girls in this year’s production, and Alice Stoverud didn’t report. Bill tect by armed force her Investments
Haggerty reported late to the Kai in foreign nations, except after dec
ldanger the safety of some pedestrian Frontier have undertaken in trying to de those bunt on the popular lath-like min
clean-up gang. Out of Norval laration of war.”
proportions so beloved by Florenz
Near N. P. Depot
udent as dccMdnaily'and recently hap- velop and give to 'the people of the North Zlegfeld, win find quick acceptance Ulvestad’s clean-up crew, John The debate was the last contest of
Reach and John Knoll were absent the year. N. B. Beck, debate coach,
west a literature of that which is about us. of their proffered talents.
;ned. . .
All Wool Golf Sox Rt $2.00 and $2.50
declared th at this year's squad had
Considering the attitude of other e d  The development of such a literature is a The complete cast for “Robin and Jimmie Keenan was late.
Hood’s Day” win be announced
Gutter Crew Shy Three Members made a very good showing.
ge's "throughout, the country, permission distinct step In the progress of a region. soon.
Only three members of the Gutter
drive to school is a privilege—time, in The good it may do is .unlimited. Those
gang were absent. They are Frank
ontana, ■almost a "necessary privilege, who can enjoy and appreciate sincere writ French Club Gives
P. Francis, Edmund 'Fritz and James
TODAY — THEN GONE
Hatfield. Both members of the
owever, it is' nqt thes granting of privi ing need not be exhorted to read the Fron
Two Puppet Shows Flower box gang were present and
es,.hat the abuse of them, that is harm- tier. Those who oaiindt—well—are miss
W EAR WHAT THE STARS W EAR
in L ittle Theatre on time. All members of John
ing something. .
Schroeder’s Masquers gang reported
“7th HEAVEN”
As A part of Aber Day’s program it
F.-Bv
Two puppet shows were present on time.
Mary Ann Jackson's swimming suit___ __ ___ _________
..$400
ed Saturday afternoon In the Little
Seven Out of Ten Missing
Virginia Valli’s blouse of crepe_______________ ____ _____
$1000
Theater by members of the French
Paul Worthington’s crew of 10
The Perfect Picture
Wm. Haines’ braided leather belt_________________ _____
$5.00
club. The audience was composed men were all present except RyBebe Daniels’ bon-bons In brocade box, 5 pounds________...
$ 10.00
of more than 40 Missoula children. land Walford, Arthur Warwood,
George Bancroft's underwear, per garm ent__ ________ __
$300
Puppet shows have been given by Gerry Wever, Arnold Wedum, Rich-1
Fred Neumeyer’s knitted knickers and coat to match._____
$2500
the French club since Its beginning ard Wellcome, H. Gillson and W
Anna May Wong’s pajamas and robe of gold and black__
Wed» FrL and Sat.
$3200
itor, The Kalinin:
In the winter of 1920-21. The cluo Davis. Workers under James Bates
Marion Davies’ folding bridge table with 6 chairs, tor lawns.. $2400
Grolia Swanson's basket of California fruits..
was named after Joseph Verendrye,
Should not the name of our yearly
$ 10.00
Sigma CM Gives “Handicap’’ Dance noted French explorer in this coun made a much better showing only
Bessie Love's ukulele................................ .... ..................... .......... : '$1090
Clara Bow
aning up day be changed?
Members,of Sigma Chi were hosts try. The club has the distinction three men failing to report. They
w caU It "Aber day” and we seem
were L, ^Boener, W Miller and L.
at a hovel dance Friday evening a t 0f' b e lie 'th e ” only Fr'ench circle ... Mathew.
Pick out the article you want and we will purchase It for you.
think .that the work Is done in a
the Country club. The dance was the 0 n itod States named after a
Correspondence is solicited. Send for our catalogue. There is no
lrit of “Daddy” Aber, but is it?
Maurice Donlan, boss of the gang
called the “First Annual Spring locaI ’Charactercharge for this service. Satisfaction guaranteed.
ir many years I Joiew this sweetat
the
east
end
of/
Craig
hall,
had
“RED
HAIR”
Handicap.” Early in the week posUpon ite ereatlpn the club afflliiled.. gentle, but physically weak
ters were sent to the guests adver- ated vvith the Federation of French to late comers—Ronald Eggert and
tie man and saw, him putting, in
Using the affair. The requisite for Alliance, which was 'founded 28 K. Downs. Carl Blair was late in
By Elinor Glynn
d hours helping to beautify our
„
c
_ I , reporting for duty a t the Law school
admittance to the dance was that
mpus. With him it was a labor of
years ago and now has clubs In library. Pete Ceruttl was late In
FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 1928
the women should wear sport clothes
e and he gave to it his own time
aU
parts
of
the
world
reporting
to
his
boss
for
duty
west
and the men gplf “trou”. Each per
International
HOLLYWOOD SHOPPING SERVICE
d his small store of physical enThe officers ot the club- are of hedge. Sylvester Smith’s ’gang
second earthquake within a son was given a number upon enter
ty as a father gives to achild. I
“We Buy You What the S tan Buy”
v ^vice-president;
>UX’ Pr
! :.Mildred
„ u ? | late.
h e(l out in
shape, not a man
ing the hall. During the evening Maddock,
week
In
southern
Bulgaria
has
left
re say that never pnee did he omit
feature dances were enjoyed and Ammer, secretary-treasurer.
P. O. BOX 1044
iingle University duty for the sake 100,000 people homeless and many
HOLLYWOOD, CAL*
- Memorial row cleanup crew unlunch was served from ice cream
Direction
W.
A.
Simons
more
have
lost
their
lives.
thjs work. The idea of "snitching
and pop concession stands.
Helen Rahte was a dinner guestof | ? " " ® ^ c e p t l o f o f'H eto lrfi
National
mpanv. time” , was, .the,,farthest
t a senate discussion, Senator Dean and Mrs. Robert Line, Prof, Frances Furry Sunday a t Corbin | Abel; Paui BarfelTand j £ B a m ^
im his, mind. Daddy. Aber was
ntle in.all his peelings and his life Borah, speaking as chairman of the and Mrs. Harry Turney-High, and | hall.
Fred Veeder, boss of the gang In I
foreign relations committee, held Mr. and Mrs. James Stewart were
s one qseet reasonableness.
I
3o. .far. as I can. see there is very that withdrawal of the. American chaperones. Many members of the I were present. About. 11 o'clock th e| presefit exfcept'steSbv
He Of tlje spirlt of Mr-Aber in the' marines from Nicaragua would leave a l u m ^ c h ^ wqre p p s e p t , . ^ , p a rty ..w e n ^ the Chimney..Corner, ^ S s s t a S ^ t h e tobdl
sent Aber day performance. In that country to strife and bloodshed.
•
where
lunch
was
served.
Captain
crew
a
t
N
orth'hall
according
to
Sigma Kappa Initiates
and Mrs. Caulkins and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Prendergast boss
Fred I
king .this matter, oyer w l^ d u 
Sigma Kappa held initiation serv Paul Brown were chaperones.
SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1928
Stewart and Harold Swan' will go
sts my first suggestion, made
ices
Saturday
morning for the fol
us.ago, was that we pirt it pri Batfcrefore tho. high court Jim f k r . i
International
lay so that we could give to this The forces of Chiang Kai-Shek, lowing girls: Grace Jackson, LewGivea InstaUaUon
ilngton, foreman of the crew cleanPhi Sigma Kappa held its fifth ling up Prexy’s yard, reported Ed
* of.our own time .and sjiow that Chinese Nationalist commander-in- istown; Vandella Johnson and Joyce in
n a l fA rm ol Kail in nnlat\MHAM A9 !
,■
,
are in reality generous, a^d that chief, are steadily driving north Donaldson, Missoula; Mary Fierce, annual formal ball in celebration of Heilman and Henrv wmii/L T
d Henry HuUlnSer
have acquired something of the through Shantung to Peking. Offi Corvallis; Mary Lee, > Missoula; the installation of the local chapter, “4
Thelma Kruiger, Columbus; Frances Friday evening a t the Winter GarM r .. ,
rit of him after whom the day Is cials forecast a great civil war.
Furry, Dixon; Vera Kaa, Corvallis; den. The programs were In magenta
y s rtyl J®®‘*er Cent
aed. When that proposal failed,
National raised the question,- and -have The Iowa Democratic convention Gladys Stevens, Winifred, and Elsie and silver, the fraternity colors, and uiL h ,, P guig on North and CorMagnusson,
Helena.
Following
Inibore
a
sketch
of
the
chapter
house
.
s
.
„
WnS
reP®rted 100 P61 cent
sed it with students repeatedly instructed its 26 delegates to the
ce then, as to whether-the day national convention to vote for A1 tiation a breakfast was . served in on the fly-leaf. Sheridan's six-piece rferthv bo according 10 Tom Mchonor
of
the
initiates.
orchestra
furnished
the
music
tor
S5’
________________
Id -not he put at a time 'in the Smith for the presidential nomina
Saturday evening a t 6 ;30 o’clock a dancing. About fifty couples were j
’k when it would not interfere as tion.
banquet
was
held
a
t
the
Florence
in
attendance,
ell with the University work as It
hotel in honor of the Initiates.
Major and Mrs. Frank Milbum.
s at present. But exactly the qpSomething new in
SUNDAY, APRIL 22, 1928
Maroon and lavender, the sorority Dean and Mrs. T. C. Spaulding, and
ite view has prevailed: Tuesdays
PANTA-SLIP8
International
colors, were used effectively In table Prof. Fay Clark were chaperones,
1 Thursdays are ruled out, it is
Which are priced right
Captain George Wilkins and Lieu decorations, and a program of toasts | Mr. and Mrs. Harry Adams were
1, because fewer classes occur on
tenant Carl Eielson completed the
guests.
se days. Finally as: one: student
A rt and Gift Shop
It, “We want to get ready and 2,200-mile flight over “the top of the
Sigma Phi Epsilon Gives Dance
Tri Delt Honors Initiates
rs-up on company time’’;,a n d world” from Point Barrow, Alaska,
to
Spitsbergen.
Delta
Delta
Delta’
entertained
at.a
Members
'
of
Sigma
Phi
Epsilon
; makes it necessary to put it-on
National
were hosts a t a formal dinner dance formal dance Saturday evening in
inesday. Then the getting ready
be done on Tuesday pnd the Harry F. Sinclair was acquitted by Saturday evening a t 0:30 o’clock a t the ballroom of the Masonic temple,
tngpp.from toe dance and other the District of Columbia supreme the Chimney Comer. A four-course in honor of its new Initiates. Sheri-1
SUMMER SCHOOL
court of conspiring with Albert 'Fall dihner'was served to the guests a t dan's orchestra furnished the music
rgs.can be done on .Thursday,
' Enrolling days June 11 and 18
ist.-this, year top, suggestion was former secretary of the Interior, to small tables which were effectively for dancing. Silver, gold and blue,
Phone 3836 for Information.
te to.^a group of students that it defraud the government In the Tea' decorated in purple and red, the fra the Tri Delt colors, were used in the
ternity colors. Roses served as cen decorations. Forty couples attended
Ut, on.Friday, .The response was pot Dome oil lease.
MISSOULA BUSINESS AND
the dance. Dean and Mrs. Robert
ter pieces:
NORMAL COLLEGE
.ugh, .“We would go home, over
MONDAY, APRIL 23, 1928
Following the dinner, bridge was Line, Dr. and Mrs. R. H. Nelson, and
week-end and there would be no
International
played" until 9 o’clock .and the re Mrs. F. L. Chapman were chap
r day,” they announced
One hundred twenty-five thousand malnder of the evening was spent jn erones. Miss Constance Kimball of
■us. This is not. the spirit of
r—a spirit of giving and self- people in southern Bulgaria, ren dancing. One of Sheridan's orches Butte, and Mr. and Mrs. Milton R.
dered
homeless by earthquakes, are tras furnished the music. Chap Heidel of Helena, were out-of-town
ifl(». .
1'
suffering from an unceasing 48-hour erones for the evening were Mr. and guests.
MUy Aber’s spirit pf sweet rearain. Premier Liapcheff repeated Mrs. J. W. Stewart, Mr. and Mrs.
ibleness. has been replaced by
his call for help, saying the Bui' Harry Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mollett Entertains D.S.L. Officers
P gentlemen carrying clubs,
“Ruin or Shine”
Delta.. Sigma Lambda fraternity
arming of a group 3 excep- garian government cannot begin to Heilman, and Mr. and Mrs. W.
restore the devastated region.
officers were dinner guests of C. E. The Radiolites, No. 1326-D
Gallagher.
“ ly.powerful men, pjjysicaUy, to
Mollett,
dean
of
the
School
of
y out any purpose named after
SMITH’S DRUG STORE
TUESDAY, APRIL 24, 1928
Sigma Phi Epsilon announces the Pharmacy, at his home at 436 Keith
Aber, Is about as unfitting as It
International
h be to have John L. Sullivan Southern Greece was visited by a initiation of George Grover, French- avenue, last evening. ■
.............................................ip:
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Revere earthquake, causing the death/ town, and Tom Bonner, Perma. Ini Guests were Edmund Fritz, presi
sm not here registering an ob- of about 50 persons and the Injury tiation ceremonies were .held Sun dent;- Tom Herring, vice-president
day morning.
George Buergi, secretary; William
S '5 u a. l e“ r-a l,cleaIHnV up day, of many more. The American Red
Busey, corresponding secretary and
^ r that I might do so In truth- Cross Is starting relief work In the
S.A.E. Entertains at Fireside
historian; Phillip Hoffman, assistant
i f tojuseif; and.lt IS my opin- affected area.
Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon
fraternity
'corresponding
secretary and
S M M W r we shall abandon
National
entertained/at a fireside Saturday torian; George Allen, treasurer; Or
~° *lsh to suggest that in
Supporters of the Senate-Jones evening a t the chapter house. About ville Skones, chaplain; Leonard Fos
fteent spllrt the day is diost unflood control bill In the house de
-??med after'Mr. Aber and feated every attempt by admlnlstra twenty' couples enjoyed dancing to ter, marshal.
toe name should be changed. tion leaders to revise the measure to the music of Boucher’s orchestra.
6 ~.®°,metblng almost nauseat- meet Coolidge’s objections, despite Prof, and Mrs. J. W. Severy and Mrs. Sigma Alpha Iota Holds Initiation
for Parties
Sigma Alpha Iota, women’s na
W- Cook were chaperones.
“ “5 .
« i the beau- repeated threats th at the measure
tlonal music fraternity, held initia
spirit of Aber and this lovely
would receive a presidential veto un
S.A.E. Initiates
tion services Sunday m orning'tor 1 We are prepared to or- 1 1
nuation of it. There cbuld be less the revisions were accepted.
Sunday morning at 10 o’clock, Sig the following pledges:. Harriet Lou- 1 der your score cards,
mg essentially more untruthful
ma
Alpha
Epsilon
initiated
the
fol
ther, Fort Benton; Marion Cline, | tally sheets and prosuch speeches. If we want to SOUTH HALL BOYS POSE
lowing men: William Garver, Mis Poison; Marjory Dickinson, Mis
a cleaning up day and If we
FOR SENTINEL PICTURE soula; Louis Fetterly, Eureka; Rex soula; and Bertha Weedum, Glas- |; grams with crests or
t° put It exactly where it inBlom, Helena; Cecil Mack, Big gow. Following the initiation cere =: iiames engraved.
“
“ °*t. with- the other “All dressed up and no place to
I f YOURS is a mind easily confused by interstellar distances, infinity
of th* university, let us say go,” was the story told by the resi Sandy; Theodore Fitzpatrick and monies, a breakfast honoring the
John Carrol, Missoula: Following Initiates was held at the home of
80 al>ead. The thing dents pf South hall after lunch Mon initiation, a banquet was held at the
DeLoss Smith, dean of the School
of
space, light-years, weighty statistics — forget the ponderable fact
a. U
u tand
n d lthe
" 8 effort
the to fool both day, , noon, as they posed tor the chapter house In honor of the initi of Music.
photographer. The South' hall pic ates. Clarence Christensen, ex ’27,
Ives and others.
that
Camels lead today by billions. Just light ’em . . . smoke ’em . . .
ture for the 1928 Sentinel was taken and John Klshe were guests at the
Zelma Hay, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
N. J, LENNES. on the steps In front of the hall.
banquet.
R, Heidel wore Sunday dinner guests
revel in their fragrance. Watch your barometer swing to “fair and
Manager Ulvestad lined up his
at the Alpha Tau Omega house.
°P al S«hoot and 120 men Immediately after lunch.
teen Mller were Sunday dinner The tension of the ordeal was re Phi Delta Theta Gives Fireside Mr. Heidel Is a member of the Min
cooler”—
and let your smoke-sense tell the tale o f Camel supremacy!
Phi Delta Theta entertained at
nesota
chapter
of
A.T.O.
and
Is
now
at the Alpha Chi Omega lieved by a rapid fire of wise-cracks
fireside Saturday evening a t the associated with the United States §
©1923
which kept the boys In good humor. chapter house. Twenty-five couples Geological Survey at Helena
MiiiiiiiiiniiiiM
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Sweaters

$3.95

I

C. R. Dragstedt Co.
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COMMUNICATIONS

to

Score Cards

W h e n y o u r m in d b a l k s a t “ f i g i i r i n ” ’-

P u b lic D ru g
C om pany

BALL SQUAD
HiEATSFORT
TOSLDG-FEST
MEN WIN TWO
4nt by Harmon in Shot VARSITY
GAMES SATURDAY
Put Decides Contest
One Team Defeats Soldiers

H t Seniors 45 to 44 With Sophomores
nd Freshmen Tied at 36V,z— Tom
Davis High Point Man
I one point in the last be what is called a broad jumper.
I the meet, the shot put, Woodworth, with a jump of 20 feet
| mon enabled the Juniors 5 1-2 inches, also looks like points
■ heir name over the Seni- in this event. Third and fourth
y records of a thrilling con- places were taken by. Miller and
a Friday and Saturday on Mathis.
pi r field. The final results Graham and Berry Good Jumpers
g »rdass track meet saw the
The high jump uncovered two
, the lead with 45 points, high jumpers, Graham and Perry,
g ,rs second with 44 points who should prove to be good dual
g iophomores and Freshman meet material. Both will probably
Ear 36% Points.
top the bar at 5 feet 8 Inches later
pa., ,vins Individual Honors
in the season. None of the jumpers
o 1 ranging from 300 to 400 seemed to be able to master the take
Tom Davis sweep into in- off and as a result did not get any
H onors With 13 points, Rus- too high although they did close to
>,< on, the freshman ace cop- 5 feet 5 inches. Jacobson and Johnxrints, and Donald Stev- son, frosh kangaroos, look good for
he lightning flash from the future.
le City, scoring nine points
Bessey and Mario should also
1 himself third. Graham, prove good dual meet material in
| | as, and Thompson chalked the spear event. If Mario should
jjg points each to give them- happen to learn something as to
ss ] mrable mention.
how to throw the javelin in the comr
ing we^ks he might even prove bet
El od Frosh Prospects
H i the might of their little ter than Bessey, the winner. This
I s Peterson, who likes to writer has never seen Mario really
H such little things as 16- throw the spear. He Just tosses it
ij ot puts and discus, the and it's a mighty good toss, too. If
a >ped 10 points and then one of these days he should really
gb iid of their quarter miler, start throwing it, that spear should
:e;. their other weight man, travel.
1I !e,
Montana Weak in Shot Put
la" who does the sticks, and
H irth places they managed
The shot put is an event in which
M dope by tying the Sophs. Montana is mighty weak. In fact
. showed more class In this as it was the Cubs cleaned up first
>any other aggregation of and second places and if Muiick had
been there it would have been worse
our years.
lg to Coach Stewart, the as he would probably have won the
giving
the first
■event
o track
meetthe
on frosh
the whole
edly an exception to t h e ! three places. In the discuss the
rsidering the weather in ^ “ h cleaned up again although in
* men were training the this event Graham and Harmon
ie were way above aver-| took as if they could be depended
e men have shown them- Jon f°r points in a dual meet. The
be “comers” than in any' Pole vault appears to be the stronglest of the Grizzly field events. Mill down the cinders in one I% was topping 12 feet during the
ettiest races of the day, I meet on a day marked by a cold
the tape fully two yards wind and weather not in the least
Tom Davis who was doped I conducive to pole vaulting,
e 100 because of his greatHandicap Relay Run
nee, although it was con - 1 A handicap relay race was run
.t Hill would beat DavisjAp. top,off things, i:Hill, Woodworth,
the •Reason.' Stevlingson': Stevlingson and XJadslooked plenty
dworth were ‘practicallyfhbt as a.team'.in'this..event.,.,/They
neck a t-the finish with ; outdistanced the sheniy, and aln having'a slight edge and though we dont know the time.we
rd. The time in this race a re r io t so downhearted over the
ast as all men were around coming relays.
Summary of E v en ts''
is. Nd 'times, were’ given
; the entire meet and ac- ; 100 yard dash—Won b y , Hill
W
Coach Stewart the times (Junior); T. Davis (Junior),, sec
Stevlihgson
(Sophomore),
MBI in the Missoulian were ond ;
third; Woodworth (Sophomore),
H
>xlmate.
fourth.
■ Davis Takes 220
j W urlong Davis fulfilled the' 220 yard dash—Won by T. Davis
ophecy by taking first and (Juniot); Hill (Junior), secoiid;
f the field came in in its Stevlingson (Sophomore), third;
H
ier, Hill second, Stevling- Woodworth (Sophomord), fourth.'
440 yard dash—Won by T. Davis
■ p and Woodworth fourth.
H
a strong wind Tom Davis (Junior); Adams (Senior), second;
; the quarter mile in fast B. Davis (Freshman), third; Gar■ j
Adams, Bob Davis and lington (Senior), fourth.
880 yard run — Won by Adams
W m l pressing him closely.
H
f mile showed Montana to (Senior); K. Davis (Senior), second
t session of three men close Tysel (Senior), third; McCarthy
tm-a ites and two more under (Junior), fourth.
looks mighty good for Mile—Won by K. Davis (Senior);
of the year. The 880 as Tysel (Senior), second; Grover
™ a Senior subject with 1(Freshman),
third; Fitzgibbons
rtafta g was
J’ iSSSJ

13

t

r

TO HAVE TEAM

The first opportunities for the track and baseball squads to show their
prowess in competition proved to the coaches th at Montana has some
good material in both sports.
The track team appeared strong in the track events, especially the
dashes and the hurdles if Thompson keeps up his improvement to aid the
other entries^ The mile is well fortified and the three two-miiers are
looked to for a surprise in competition.

What the Grizzlies will do in the'field is an unknown quantity except STEWART WILL NOT EN
in the pole vault, where Jake Miller for the third year will defend the
TER QUADRANGULAR
Tricolor honors in this event.i

High Schools A re Bringing
Surprising Teams
Lack of Training Canse of

Stanford undoubtedly has the strongest track squad on the Pacific Coast
again this year and is already looking forward to another national title.

Decision; to Concentrate
on Preparing for Seattle
Relay

II to 8 on Army Diamond, They have defeated everything in California track circles and are looking
While Another Takes Tilt for new fields to conquer.
25 to 1 on Home Field

The California university track squad which will appear here in May
has no material to brag about, but they are consistent as a team and
Major Milbum’s baseball squad expect to gamer points in each event, endugh to annex the title,
enjoyed a slug-fest Saturday after
noon a t the expense of two teams The Montana track team has withdrawn from the Quadrangular meet.
from Fort Missoula. The Varsity Coach Stewart doesn’t believe th at his men are ready fo r .collegiate com
squad was divided and one team, petition and will consume all of his time now getting his squad ready for
under the guidance of Captain Raf the Seattle relays.
ferty, traveled to the army post to
The Seattle event is a week from Saturday, -and Coach Stewart will
win 11 to 8 while the other had an
easy time on the University diamond attempt to again have his men place high among the competing teams,
most
of which are members of the Northern division of the Pacific Coast
piling up a 25 to 1 win. Both Var
sity teams displayed considerable conference.
hitting power and none of the pitch
The following event and the first competition for the whole Grizzly
ers were given much trouble by the
track squad will be the Montana State team here May 12 as the final
soldiers.
event on the Montana Interscholastic program.
Rafferty and Brown Chuck
At the Fort, Rafferty started Milt
The University tennis courts have become very popular with the ap
Brown on the mound and after giv
pearance of warm weather. A new smart-crack for the golf history was
ing him sufficient work inserted
heard on the courts yesterday, ‘when one diligent player said “These
himself to- throw for a few rounds.
courts are too short for me.”
With a big lead Rafferty eased up
and allowed the soldiers to score
The Forestry baseball team is bent on retaining the inter-college cham
a few runs. Stewart and Foster did pionship which they won last year. The squad had a strenuous practice
the receiving for this team, with
yesterday, which wound up with a short game.
Crawford lb, Beckett 2b-3b, Jost ss,
Beck 2b, Highams cf, Smith rf, Cur
Harry Adams is anxious for the other teams to line up their men and
rie rf, Coyle If.
[
to get them out to practice so th at a good schedule can be arranged for
In the game ’on the University
this
year,
field, MilbUrri started Brewer in the
pitcher’s box, Drew behind the bat
He'is also anxious that the men sign up th at expect to enter the tennis
with Reeder lb, GblOb 2b; Chirishe
and horseshoe contests. These two events and the. inter-company base
ss, Rognlien 3b, and Morrbw, Rankin
ball championship are the next events on the Intra-mural schedule-for
and Ekegren in the-outfield. Kotthe Spring quarter.
tas was sent to the plate to hit for
Brewer in the fifth after which Rob
The University baseball squad gathered a-bevy of hits in the two prac
inson assumed the chucking job.
tice games Saturday, while the rribund staff of the Grizzlies-also ap
Brewer and Robinson looked par
peered fairly strong. The University squad showed th at they needed some
ticularly good and allowed but six
fielding practice, which is always the case with teams at the first of the
hits between them. Rognlien led
season, even with the big leagues.
the hitter with four safe blows while
Ekegren kicked through with three.
The baseball squad will probably try and line up a couple of games with
Drew, Morrow, and Rankin garner
ed two apiece, one of Rankin’s be the Fort this week end, but it is possible tlmt only .one team will represent
the Fort while Coach Milburn will attempt to pick a formidable foe from
ing- a homer over the center field
his large squad.
fence.
Both teams batted well, as a whole
During 34 years of track competition between the University of Cal
and their pitching , was good but
there are one or two weak, spots in ifornia and Stanford, the teams have each won sixteen contests and two
meets ended in ties. Track competition between the two teams started in
the defense th at will have to be re
1893.
...
.
medied. The pitchers have come
through in good shape.
Speaking of hard.luck or rather explaining Montana’s weakness in field
events,, we might mention a few persons such as .Clark Whitcomb, Baker,
and Nelson.
j ■
--

Owing to the lack of training be
cause of the previous bad weather
the University of Montana will not
enter: the Quadrangular meet sched
uled a t Spokane, Saturday. Coach
Stewart does not believe that the
showing of the team is worth the
great expense which would accom
pany the meet. He believes it far
better to. concentrate on preparing
for the Seattle relays.
Montana’s Chances Good a t Seattle
Montana stands a good chance of
doing big. things a t the Seattle ,re
lays and the importance of this big
meet warrants at least ten days of
training in relay events. Montana
would in all probability place high
If not win the Quadrangular. How
ever it is admitted th at this meet is
more -o f ;a tryout in comparison to
the meet a t Seattle.
Providing the weather Introduced
Sunday holds out the Grizzly should
battle inch for .inch the other teams
congregating on Lake Washington.
Relay Team Promising
With Tom Davis, Stevlingson^ Hill
and Woodworth showing up so well
in'the sprints during the. inter-class
meet there is no doubt but that
Montana should have a real relay
team.: Yet, while enthusiasm waxes
high,: there are other teams to be
reckoned with, notably W.S;C. which
has Foster, the colored flash who
has done the century in 9.8 while
only a high school lad. His colleg
iate possibilities are unlimited.
With some crack middle distance
runners and a two miler who is out
standing, a medley relay should be
gathered together th at will be a
eredit to the University. However
everything is not so rosy and that is
the reason of Montana’s withdrawal
from the Quadrangular: The men
heeds lots of training aiid it takes
time.

Whitcomb had already, thrown the shot over. 44.feet and looked good tor
46 feet. This is good for any dual meet and looked mighty nice tor the
PacJflpv.Ooast contorence nrest: %
--AtWetes who ta h .lhrow -the Old shot
aroiriid jfte'thafc'ifop’t r
e
m
w
j
l
H
'
Baker, after a year's training, was good for 5 fleet'A inches, and.,N814of>
h a l already cleared 8/fe& ^lfoex:are ^ h e . - p u t ^ forgotten.' High jump
ers are rather scarce.also.
' -'V • : ' ’ i !

Montana Students 4re'Lax
V/.
• • :i * j ‘
’ In the OhSeiwance-'pf-Golf The Olympic .tryouts for the NorthkihtCaUfonhiatathietesTwill be. held
Etiquette t Spring Tourhej at the Stanford stadium May 12, while Southern California has set'its
Arouses Interest %/ {
date fqrJufte'16, The authO)1tles,ot;tlto soutfifern city eXpCet to sell seats
for $1, 32 and $3. They estimate a cfoWd Of 89,090.' j

the sprints and hurdles; Peden and
Kiwahara in the sprints; Hammre,
javelin and high Jump; Page, high
jump and broad jump; Larimer and
Mackenzie ih the weights; Hansen,
high jump; Clark, Richardson and
Becraft, quarter and half-mile, and
By CLARENCE POWELL
Regan in the mile. Miles City has
When Old Sol beats down on hopes of making a good showing at
Domblaser field three weeks from the district meet at Hysham, April
Other high sohools that will
today—if he is kind enough to the
Interscholastic officials—track fans compete are Custer County high
Will witness one of the best meets school, Forsyth, Rosebud, Sumatra,
ever staged at the University. Re and Ingomar.
Gallatin Rounding Info Shape
ports ■from high schools oyer the
state indicate that they will bring to Gallatin County high school team
Missoula some very surprising teams is fast rounding into shape for the
and some individual men who will district meet at Belgrade May 5. In 
make a few of the state records look clement weather has been a big
handicap to them so far this spring
insignificant—maybe.
Butte High Takes First
but regardless the men are showing
A number of dual and triangular up well in all events. Jimmy Smart,
meets have already been held who tied with Moore - (Granite) for
throughout the state. Last week a individual honors at Missoula last
triangular meet was held at White spring, is doing some startling work
hall, with both Butte high and Butte lit the ,50-yard daSh, ,100-yard dash
Central competing. The time set in and relay. He is also showing up
the races is surprisingly low, al Well ih the broad jump.- Other men
though Butte high, which took first who will be woith watching are
honors in nearly all the distance Oravetz, 220-yash dash, pole vault
runs, always surprises the fans when and relay;. Behnion, low hurdles,
they come to Missoula. Whitehall high hurdles and relay; Hans Billie,
easily took secohd place, with Butte pole vault and, half mile; Frank
Central placing in only one event. Haskins, shot-put, pole vault and
Pruitt of Whitehall was the out brgad jump; Howard Grosbeek, high
standing man, gamering 29 points jump and mile. Other men who are
for his school by placing first in the showing up well are Emet Kessler,
50-yard dash, shot put, 100-yard half mile and 440-yard dash; Cliff
dash, discus/throw, 220-yard dash, Pasha, mile and half mile; Cliff
and tying Ball (Butte) for first place Thison, mile, half mile and javelin;
in the pole vault. Tamm of Butte D. J. Davis1, javelin and discus; Dan
took second individual honors with Romine, shot, discus and javelin;
14 points. Whitehall displayed its Bob Nash, shot and discus, and Ma
strength in the field events and son Thompson, half mile and 440dashes, while Butte high showed un yard dash.
,.
usual. strength in the long distance Worit Progressing a t Whitefish
runs and hurdles...............
RCports from Whitefish indicate
Miles City Track Men Working Out that field and track work is rapidly
Track candidates, at Miles City progressing, although - the bad
have, been practicing .hard since weather has prayed quite an obstacle
April i , practicing, oUtside when to intensive training, - It seeips that
wieather would perniit.. Captain there is not quite the enthusiasm
Jerry. Goggins. who placed thlrd in displayed, now as- there was a t . the
the mile at Missoula last spring, .first of .this season-but this is more
C^uhnirigham anti' Bennett are 'the
the', weather.
only iettermen back this year.. Four Some Improvements have been made
of tlieir. best i men - graduated last in the.track- and the vaulters, broad
year, namely, Beeler, BUrtles, FlOw- jumpers and high -jumpers have a
ers and Hill. Regardless of this fact, new bed,of;sawdust to.land their
Frosh W Compete With Mis- however,, Miles City.has some very sore Ihnbs on. The,-annual Tri.Sonia,- Loyola and Snper- promising material coming, u p . this County Track and Field meet will
,/ior High Schools on Dorn? year. Caven is showing'up well in be held May 5,
(This is the first of a series of
articles to appear in The Kalmin
concerning high school teams
that will be represented in the
twenty-fifth annual Interschol
astic Track meet)

blazer ,field !

5 : ‘f/ - - f '

A race of'the.pianets has just taken ptaoe which:'we.somehow-managed
Golf is rapld& SbecomWg. one; of
the liiost popular s'pprts.on. the.MQn- to ovCrloOk.; The sun: and the moon dug In alt the start on the Eastern
horizon
at the same- time;- according to the U. S. Meterologlcal Bureau
tana campus. This is proved by the
at Denver, April 19. After a desperate sprint cthC moon crossed the taOe
large number of students wjio -are on the western horizon fully;34/mlnutro ahead of the sun. Both started
now I playing oh -the Garden - City at 5:16 a. m
f m H M H p ’■. a ■ 8 !
course.
Sunday 162 people played the ; Age gave the “ha ha” to youth when Clarence De Mar broke all known
course, more than 80 of them being records for 44 miles from-Providence to Boston recently, His time for the
. .’
students. This number sets a new grind was 5 hours 41 minutes and $7 seconds.’
record for the course for the number
In picking the winners of the inter-class meet the sports writer averaged
of people playing there in one day.
Those taking part in .this sport 87% per cent in the track events and $9 per cent in the field events. His
should use the utmost caution. Sun average for the whole meet was 71% per cent;.. ;..
day a player was hit by a driven
Out of the eight track events the writer picked seven winners and placed
ball. The identity of the person who
the'field coirectly-in six events; In the field events we were not so for
I t r t
»y Martin played the ball has not been learned, tunate. Three winners out of six were picked correctly and the whole field
but
this
shows
the
necessity
of
being
iWhv8600? 4 i
’J ? 1” 1’] (Junior); Curtis (Sophomore)., secwas placed once.
,
? T ,rthy’ a Junlor’ fourth'
ond; Hanson (Senior), third; Gro- careful and practicing "Safety first.
m § n Dav“ Cops Mile
| ver (Freshman), fourth.
Drive Too Fast
Now to get our grudge off our minds. Charley Paddock has aban
-vis, Tysel, Grover and
hurdles—Won by ThompThe chief trouble of University
J is came in th a t order in L , n (junior); Priest (Sophomore), students oh the course is that they doned his jump finish, but is still posing with the leap for the benefit of
__ 1 ace. Martin, running th e ; second.
drive too fast. This is a fault of the press. And then they yelp about accuracy.
W j-j under a huge handicap,
low hurdles —Won by Stevling- other players, but is particularly
■ f “ seK to be easily the best son (Sophomore); Thompson .(Ju- noticeable among students. Before And then about that guy who made the crack, '“Time will tell." We'll
eld.
,ld Before entering the nior) , second; Jacobson (Freshman) playing any shot, the player.should say it will-respeclairy, in the sprints. :
H | tin was suffering from a third;
Parmenter
(Freshman), look to see that everyone is in the
University men are turning in many; good golf scores these days and
if cramps and it was only fourth.
clear and call “Fore” if they are not,
ie grit and pride that kept
Broad jump — Won by Huber Many play their shots-and then call it looks ap .though'the University, tournament, may be very interrating.
One
score of 39 was made for the'nine holes, while several have done
! to cross the finish line (Junior); Woodworth (Sophomore), Fore”, and the person who hears
■
I Ivance
of the others. He I second; Miller (Senior) , third; often times, looks up jjist.in time to bettenthan 59. With the recent advent of better.weather many men are
grass
---------gettinig
ih condition for the- coming tournaments. These tourneys will
^ H i t y good for the future. Mathls (sophomore), fourth.
get hit. If you hear someone call
places were given to CurHiell jump—Won by Graham Fore,” duck your head and turn probably take place late in the quarter or soon after the Interscholastic
track
meet.
7®*| n and Grover'
(Senior): Perry (Sophomore), and your back to the ball. Do not turn
J w | Thompson took the high !-jac0b5on (Freshman), tied for sec- around and look w ith’your head in
E B J good form although he 6nd Johnson (Freshman), fourth, the air. This latter is a sure way to
irn in as good time as he javelin—Won by Bessey .Senior); be hit. It might even be safer to
ETIQUETTE
Alice V eit Editor
vious tryouts. Preist, tak-1Lockwood (Freshman), second; crouch. But to assure the safety of
FOR GOLFERS
d- with ’ Jacobson third, Mario (Sophomore), -third; Grover all persons on the course, players
--of Humor Section
fourth, all showed that (Pre6hm an), fourth.
shodld be especially careful about
H g : worth paying attention | shot put—Won by Peterson playing through.
When faster players c a t c h up
A keen, subtle sense of humor
H
\
■ (Freshman); Page (Freshman), sec- University students have also been with you, let them play through.
son, the Electric City on(j. p erry (Sophomore), third; guilty of violating the rules of golf Be sure you get off the fairway coupled with cleverness and a con
tempt
for plagiarism are the out
H I l Lynn Thompson, a Mis-1 jj arinon (Junior), fourth.
etiquette. In several of the recent or you may be hit. If you don’t
W
luct, made the low hurdles j Discus—Won by Peterson (Fresh- Issues of The Kalmin, a list of rules get off the fairway good golfers standing characteristics of Alice
e race of the meet. Stev? man),; Graham (Senior), second; for golf etiquette has been run. For will not play through. Also keep Veit, editor of the humor section of
mailed the state record of garm on (Junior), third; Page the benefit of students this practice your head up to sec th at those the 1928 Sentinel.
f f 4 3 in this event and might (Freshman), fourth.
will be continuel for a while, repeat playing through do not put the ball In conjunction with Tony D’Orgzi,
M | en it but for the fact that
pole vault—^Won by Miller (Seni- ing some of the more Important into the rough.
official cartoonist, of the, 1928 Sen
I f f i i a step at tne last hurdle L y j . BUrge (Sophomore), second; rules already run and adding some
tinel, Miss Veit has originated the
g K l brown off form in the take James (junior), third.
new ones,
Not more than four should play novel idea of combining a portion
S i p years ago Lynn Thompson
A recent statement in The Kaimin in one group as it slows up the I of the humor section with the adun the low hurdles In 27 goLFE MOLLETT ACCEPTS
said that the $5 student golf tickets game and may hold up other play-1 vertising section in such a manner
)Ut last Friday he made
POSITION IN WASHINGTON were not good during the summer.
This is an essential factor and th at the advertisements are ren
n spark a little to beat
Graduate in IThis rule applies only to the men. must be observed by all. '
dered more attractive and are a
was timed within 3-5 of Rolfe Mollett, 26, a gn^uate m I
women,s tlcket*.ar(; good during Silence reigns on a golf course. pleasure to read.
record himself. Jacobson IPharmacy,
the summer, and any women stu A good golfer-, never ' makes any
Along with her work on the Sen
dents intending to be in Missoula noise while someone else is making tinel, which is really an achieve
SO far behind themselves, j pany of Spokane, to accept another
a shot and especially while he is ment of Originality, Miss Veit con
this summer should consider this
P eans anything, or if you | position with the Ragsdale and buying their tickets. The reason the putting or driving. All others must ducts a- humor column in the Kai
P ith an eye for the future. Baker drug company of Wenatchee,
min which has come in for a large
women’s tickets are good this sum- abide by this law.
IE r Takes
TaSm Broad
Rf,..,i Jump
Tnmlt
Wash.
jWash.
________
|mer, while the mens’ are not, is beshare of praise because of its sub
Ruber, by doing -21 feet 3
.„ Merrju ^ a patient at St. Icause the Missoula town women are I Harriet Johnston spent the week tleness and wide range.
H I | a take off fully 8 inches . . BucK
,- -h
-ere cold, only charged $5.
end at her home in Billings.
Miss Veit came to the University
e line, showed himself to IPatricks hospital with a se

H

Butte, Whitefish, Gallatin, Miles City f a s t
Rounding Into Shape; Squads Prepare .
for District and Dual Contests

Followers of track will see a min
iature quadrangular meet . when
the Grizzly babes' trot out on Dbmblaser field- to vie with MlssOula,
Loyola, and; Superior high schools
in the ancient Grecian art of toss
ing the’weights; running and jump
ing.
Superior high school has shown
a great deal, of interest in the com
ing meet and although it is not
absolutely certain that they will
enter everything points that way.
Reports from the Loyola camp
show a strong team th at should
make a good showing. Missoula
high school is sure to give a good
account of itself while the Cubs are
rated as favorites.
The meet; will be run off a t. 4
o'clock Friday and 2:30 Saturday.
Events are as follows: F ridaybroad jump, 040-yard dash, , shot
put, iplle run, javelin, high hurdles,
and 220-yard dash. Saturday—50yard ; dash, pole vault, 190-yard
dash, discus . throw ,. low hurdles,
high jump, 880-yard run and 880yard relay. : '
Davis, for the Cubs, should turn
in a win in. the 440 with a time of
51.8 made, in practice. . A strong
trio of weight men composed of
Peterson, Muiick and Page chuck
the (Shot around 45 feet. The mile
looks good to Grover who has done
4:48. Lockwood has thrown the
spear 158 feet while Jacobson
clicks off the hurdles in plenty fast
time. A good sprint outfit composed
of Moore, Burke, Jacobson and Da
vis should look after the short runs.
The longer races will be in the
hands of Carey, Grover, Fitzgibbons
and Davis. Plenty of competition will be fur-nlshed by Missoula high school with
Meeker and Murray as their aces.
Custer looks nice in the pole vault,
doing better than 10 feet. McMahon and King look after the hurdles
and are considered- fast. The ap
proximate strength of Loyola and
Superior has not as yet been deter
mined, but prospects tend to show
a fast meet.
Judge Callaway of Helena, chief
justice of the Montana supreme
court, spent Saturday with his
cousin, Mrs. Theodore Brantly.
from Mills college two years ago.
She is a member of the 1928 gradu
ating class.

Coyle, who has beep getting, a lot
of work in ' the outfield o f late,
turned in a homer, triple and single
to lead the hitters in the game at
the fort. . - .
Milt Brown started on the mound
for itafferty’s team and stood the
HORSESHDE AND TENNIS soldiers on their heads while he was
in there.
START MAY 1
After Rafferty replaced Brown he
held his opponents safe for a few
innings and then eased up. - The
Fort team scored five in the seventh
whlje Bill was easing them up to
the plate. Besides pitching part of
the game the captain played an ac
ceptable game a t third before he
Entries for Intra-mural tennis took the mound.
apd .horseshoe pitching must be
given to Harry Adams, director, not
Gordy Rognlien had a. big day on
later than Monday, April 36. Com the local diamond. He collected tour
petition in both these activities will hits,-one a triple, and handled four
start Tuesday, May’1.
chances a t the .hot corner without
, .There! .will be a singles tennis an error. GOrdy' i s ' a big fellow,
tournament for: th e . school cham capable of handling tough chances
pionship as well as a doubles Inter- In the field' and he has a good
church tourney. In the boiseshOe throwing arin.
'• | s |
;
pitching, contests there will be only
singles events for the school Cham?
: Eddie Chlnske, who hasn’t seen
plonsliip. Several entries have been
much pitching this season because
made- in all these events.
ROTC Inter-company baseball ot spring football, was not up to his
usual hitting standard; getting but
will start Wednesday, May 2. The
one single in seven times a t the
schedule will be announced later
and will be posted oh the bulletin plate. However, he looked good At
shortstop, handling five chances
board in the Men’s gym. Inter without a bobble.
school baseball games will be held
while the Varsity is away on a trip.
This will probably be the week after, Noim Drew had a busy day be
hind the plate. He threw out two
the Interscholastic track meet.
batters on slow rollers in front of
the plate and in the sixth he cut
WOMEN TO OBSERVE
down “Chief” Henderson, sOldler
CORRECT POSTURE WEEK first baseman, second baseman and
Montana chapter of Delta Psi pitcher, who was trying to make
third.
Kappa, women's physical education!
fraternity, is making plans for “Cor
rect Posture Week.” The third
Re6d6r “ ude the circuit on
school week of the fall quarter wits a hard hit ball down the first-base
be devoted to the encouragement of llne during the second inning upbetter posture.
j j a p rising. The right fielder got in front
Lectures, films and other instruct- 01 11 1>u1' llle 1,811 finally stopped
lve entertainment are planned as rolling in somebody's potato patch.
part of the program. Prizes will be
awarded for the best posters for the
Rankin’s homerun in the second
Posture Week program.
was a lusty poke over the centerfielder’s head. None of the soldiers
George Woodworth was sent to St. even tried to make a play on it and
Patrick’s hospital Monday morning. Carl trotted around unmolested.

Harry Adams Announces
Athletic Program for the
Remainder of the Spring
Quarter

T H E . HI 0 N T A N A
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Golden Eagle Is
Latest Addition
to Specimen Case

THE SPORT WORLD

K A IM IN

Wednesday, April

Russell Smith won the Abcr Ora
torical contest'last year, and Is the
sophomore class representative to
Central board.
for James Beck is a baseball squad
member arid a member of Phi Delia ! A Cool Refreshing Brin
Phi.
Steiner Larsen played varsity bas Everything for the Smoki
ketball for one year, is a member pf
the "M” club, and Is a member of
Phi Delta Plil.

Reeder Makes Bid
for Varsity First
(Baseman Position

Tom Heeney, tije Big New Zealander, and His Manager
Figure in a Romantic Partnership

Loti’s Cigar Store

A Golden Eagle is the latest addl
| Eddie Reeder, Varsity baseball lettion to the University museum, and
BY PHILIP MARTIN
got at first was a ham negiti whom terinan, curie to the Stale Univer
will be placed on the bird-shelf with
Heeney defeated and by so dblng at sity from Hardin where he graduat
Mr. Gene Tuliney is matched to
the other'feathered folk, who hold
tracted a little attention beonuse he ed from high school in 1821. While
incessant vigil ’ over the specimen defeiid his title In July against Mr wasn't knocked horizontal. A bim In‘school he played on the basebaU
FLORENCE HOTEL
Mrs. R. E. Shuck of Livingston 1
Tom
Heeney, the big New Zealander. bo from England and upr'.gnt a t the and basketball teams and was a
cgses.
.
,
BARBER SHOP
Jacobson, Peterson, Locfc- The monarch of the air,. fierce, There is a story for you—Hee end of; the fight! The boys didn’t member of the track squad.
INTEREST IS SHOWN IN’ spent the week end with her daugh
Five
Barbers at. Your Service
wood, Grover, MOdfe to o l haughty, domineering, wings spread, ney, labeled a ham fighter when understand.
ter, Gladys, at North haU. ,
At the University, Eddie has con
MANY
ACTIVITIES
Ladles’
Haircutting Parlor
Good; L a c k of Funds bill'opened as I f ’to strike, and tal he arrived here several months ago, , A rough baby named FauBno was fined his athlptic endeavors to base. in Connection
aphirig
for
fights
a
t
'th
e
tithe,
that
ons like those of a cat, dark brown fighting the world’s champion. Ahd
bail, Last year was his first year
Handicaps Squad.
Phone 3511
Wings and back, head and neck a why? Perhaps because of Mr. Mr. Heeney was getting started and, in. Varsity, ball, he piayed the outto get them both out of the way of
28 Grade Points Scholastic
little lighter and feathered feet, a Charles Harvey.
the favorite after Mr. Turiney,' they jleld and at first base where he is
Average
of
12
Speakers,
fine
specimen,
fit
'to
lord
it
over
now
making
a
strong
bid
for
a
reg
Not
so
long
ago,
s‘
s
time
is
counted
were .matched, Well, Paulino won
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
!UBS TO P^ 0 Vli)E GOOD 6itd-dom. His days ?f conquest
According to N. B. Beck,
Mr. Heeney arrived in these United but Heeney showed enough class in ular job.
varsity material
Fresh and Salt Meats
ever, he now is preserved, thanks States looking foi; enough woyk jto that bout to warrant the belief that
A Different Eating Plat
Delude Coach
Among tils activities Eddie was a
Fish, Poultry and
provide transportation to his native he might get some place in the IBelar Pow in ills sophomore year.
to'the h tt h f tcxidermy.
Members of the Varsity debate
Golden Eagle Is Symbol of Freedom , New Zealand, where he again could business h fterall.
Oysters
Last
year
he
was
editor
of
the
KaiBmkliic 'inW the fimefight when
The Golden Eagle is the symbol ply his trade as a smithy over the
mln and president pf Sigma Delta squafl this year arc all-around stuPackers of
You may remember th at Lriis
By tied the Sophs durihg the ih- of freedom in the west. To the In  forge.
Ice Cream and Refreshin
Chi, international ‘honorary jouma- deihts, interested In scholarship and
Be was a fighter, but with the
rclass meet last Saturday the dians he is the emblem of courage, reputation of an English fighter I Flrpo started his career several Usm fraterniey, being a delegate of cdher activities, a brief survey
Brinks
years,
back
under
the
management
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Jacobson Looks Like a Headliner
man who never handed a soul in fleeted secretary of the Authors’ Myles Thomas is president of the
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itte High Enters
Two in Tournament

MISSOULA CLUB

Chester Is Third
School to Enter
Interscholastic

LOU ELLINGHOUSE, Pres.

R. G. LAING, Sec’y-Trei

HOW IS YOtB COAL PILE!

Missoula Coal and Transfer Co.

Chester. high school, in liberty
County. is the third school to enter
the (Sumter Centennial Intehschol
astic track ineet. They wUl send two
athletes.
'The other entries received so Jar
are Gaiata and Fromberg high
schools.
Dr. J. p. Rowe, chairman Of the
Interscholastie committee, is preparirig a large chart with pictures of
the meets since its beginning to the
present date. The chart will show
the different events held, the records
made; and the holders of the records.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

C OA L
110 East Cedar Street

Phones 3662 and 361

MEET ME AT

K E LL E Y ’S CIGAR STORE
Where All the Boys Meet
SODA

S w itch es B a ck
to F a v o rite
T o b a cco 4

FOUNTAIN

CONNECTIOi

CLOTHES

F

itte high-schbol has entered two
sm ht the., interseholastic golf
9aw htfb be held ih connection
Intel-scholastic track meet, May
w j l There arendw 12 golfers
Peoria, HL
y
„ „ - - Aug. 26,1J26
red; from; eight, schools. .Play
essrs. Larus &Bro. Co.
be -on the Garden city golf ■M
Richmond, Va.
^between 8 and
o’clock on DearSirs:
a s hamed. This tournament
JqstacOTfessIonandmappjiedation.
A number of years ago I was a user
i innovation' for Interscholastic
ef yojn- Edgeworth smoking tobacco.
Butlike some others, perhaps, I was led
by alluring advertisements to change.
Campus Has Four Evils
A few days ago I went into a drug
store
to get'some tobacco, and on the
obbishness, drinking, smoking, cMe was
the familiar can of Edgeworth,
b^khig., are considered the four I.bought j t and since, then I nave en
w ife :° > thf . 4 u* h ts on the joyed, old-time comfort. ,
“S # , Nebraska : campus. ■So my^confesson is that I made a
if a,: canvass mistake in changing to other brands,
and niy appreciation is such th at Edge*6;on by the Y. W c A
worth wilfbe my.Srboke Pal while life
lasts,.which;.may riot be long’T o r l
have passed my “three score years and
ten.”!
'Verytruiyyours,
(signed) E . P. Fishbum

IN

Roady-made
And C u t to Ordor

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY
STYLES, TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL
CHARTS SOLELY FOR DISTINGUISHED
S ER VIC E IN TH E U N ITE D STATES.

(Jlmvtevlouse
Suits * 4 0 , * 4 5 , *50 Topcoat.
2

no tices

I • ■ COOL OFF
laborers on Aber
Kappas are Sellv * 1 drinks, cones
5 0 2 ite
the momear the election booths. Let ns
’on down when yon get warmed

Edgeworth
Extra High Grade

Smoking Tobacco
'- t c i.................

Moqidim. WUl Meet Tonight
418 Grand

The Lem-Rick
Cigar Store

at this meetntitled Modem Ait.” by Meier
ients jrishing to seB books wiB
an opportunity to do so MonM epfesentatiyu.bf the Mls.
S H
l wlu be at the Asm Students store..
NOTICE
“"•Dir-'a oC thc fetich club
COO o’clock in
10 EWtf
bui>d‘tig instead
'0. Election of officers.

Cigars, candles and soft
drinks

119 E. Cedar Phone 484

Fashion prescribes harmony in men,s attire . . . attention is directed to our display o f Spring styles
-----complete selections o f clothes and accessories
SUITS

*35

F A S H I O N - P ARK

and

SUITS

B Y S P E C IA L A P P O IN T M E N T
O U R S T O R E IS TH E

H
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of Missoula

and Beauty Parlor

*75

r
Iote ‘Wiir- hoid its The Barber Shop de Lusp. for
t!
at the muslc house Ladies nad Gcptiemcn Who Care
da?- Very lmportaht!
Phone 241-j
| 36 H |g0ln5
MILDRED 8TOICK,
I
W. H. DOBSI4)FF. Prop.

M issoula M ercantii^ C o.

il I

T h e c h a r a c t e r o f th e s u its a n d
to p co a ts ta ilo re d by C h a r te r H o u s e
w ill e a rn y o u r m o s t s in c e re lik in g .

Rainbow Barber Shop
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